Berg Fashion Library now in a new interface

What’s in the Berg Fashion Library

There's a lot of content to discover in the Berg Fashion Library. Click and explore the areas of the library where you're looking for:

Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion

The Encyclopedia explores the dressed and adorned body across cultures and throughout history. Cross cultural and multidisciplinary in approach, it provides readers with an appreciation of the richness and complexity of global dress.

Classic and Modern Writings on Fashion

The Writings on Fashion area contains seminal writings on fashion, including contemporary essays and primary sources. They form the foundations of fashion theory and methodology and are essential for scholarly research. Images © Bath Fashion Museum
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The Berg Fashion Library is now part of the newly-launched Bloomsbury Fashion Central [1]. Search across a selection of books, reference works, and journals covering fashion history around the world, including the ten-volume Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion, the anthology Classic and Modern Writings on Fashion, and titles from Berg Publishers (such as The Latin American Fashion Reader, A History of the Paper Pattern Industry, and Islamic Fashion and Anti-Fashion). Also search over 13,000 images [2] from the Commercial Pattern Archive [3], museum collections and exhibitions related to fashion [4].
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